Nutridynamics: mechanism(s) of action of bioactive compounds and their effects.
Mechanism of action of bioactive compounds may be multiple, especially in the food matrix. Therefore, the interplay between these compounds and hosts' physiology, and the consequences of its continuous intake should be considered. In analogy with pharmacodynamics, the bioactive compounds should have both defined targets and mechanisms of action. However, several essential differences arise when considering the heterogeneous nature of the food matrix, the multiplicity of mechanisms and the variety of responses. In order to ascertain a potential mechanism of activity, one should consider both the intended use of the food, the biomarker that will support this claim and previous evidences, examined from current information sources. Once these have been examined, several experimental strategies should be considered, ranging from the choice of preclinical or experimental model, the use of samples from pilot interventional studies and the application of system's biology derived techniques, such as transcriptomics or metabolomics.